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APPLIED FRENCH LINGUISTICS

One of the basic postulates of modern linguistic
%.00 science is that language is systematic, each ianguage having
(NJ its unique system of sounds, forms, and syntactic patterns.

The French language can no more be analyzed as if it fell
under some kind of "universal grammar," such as Latin, than

aN can English. Moreover, in teaching French as a foreign lan-
(NJ guage, one must be constantly aware of the problem of inter-
(:) ference from the system of the native language. It is help-

ful in this respect'to compare the native language of the
learner--in our case English--with the target language to be

LLJ studied--in our case French--so that we may prepare for the
major difficulties to be encountered.

The building blocks of French are different from those
of English, and practically all mistakes made by a learner of
a foreign language are due to his natural inclination to
equate the grammatical elements of the native with those of
the foreign language. The unique structure of every language
may be illustrated by examples from French, showing how the
French system of phonology, morphology, and syntax differs
significantly from that of English. We may thereby gain
clearer perspective of what is meant by a "linguistic system"
in its various components. We may also better understand how
applied linguistics helps us to recognize those elements of
the foreign language which are made especially difficult by
interference coming from the native language and to construct
appropriate and systematic teaching materials pertaining to
these problems.

Taking each major component of the French linguistic
system in turn, we shall now explore some of the differences
which make the French system unique. To begin with, the stu-
dent of French has two entirely new sounds to learn which, at

N. first, he can neither pronounce nor hear: they are 4/ as in
agneau, and /4/ as in rue. This represents a learning prob-

46 lem which linguists call "auditory discrimination," which
74 means that the student must learn to hear and to articulate

these sounds as phonemes different from each other and from
all other phonemes of the language.

There are three ways to teach new sounds. One is to0 have the student imitate the sound after the teacher, who
0 usually will pronounce the sound in the context of a word:

agneau, montagne, and compagne, for the one sound; and rue,

imijdu,
and su, for the other sound. The second is to describe

the articulation of the sounds according to the sound type
and place of articulation: )/ is an alveo-palatal nasal, and
/4/ is an alveo-palatal. oral. The third is to learn auditory
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discrimination through the use of what linguists call "mini-

mal pairs." Minimal pairs exist in a language when two words

are exactly alike in sound except for one phoneme which makes
the words disttnctly different in sound structure and in

meaning, as in English Ein--EIE or 211--212h, which we might

transcribe phonemically-41in/==/penT,--/pit/--/pik/. Similar-

ly, minimal pairs in French are useful for teaching auditory
discrimination: as in the series rue--roue, du--doux, su--sou.

These examples illustrate the unique phonemic system

of each language and how the sbund structure of a language

works in its minimal contrasts. We might appreciate now why
linguists abhor the teaching of pronunciation of a foreign
language as if its sounds were the same as those of English,

as may be seen, for example, in the widely disseminated Ber-

litz manuals, the I. A. Richards texts, and the Mario Pei
series of language books found in every drug store.

So far we have discussed the segmental phonemes of
French and English and how they differ in the language sys-

tems. There are many interesting differences, too, in the

system of supra-segmental phonemes, that is, the phonemes of

pitch, stress, and juncture. The most striking feature of
the French intonation system is the lack of phonemic stress.

In English, conversely, stress is of great importance and may
be seen in its four degrees in the example often used by lin-

guists: lishtheuse keeper versus light hdusekeeper. The oper-

ation of phonemic stress may also be seen in such minimal

pairs as contract and cOntrfict. In French, however, all syl-

lables of a word have equal stress, except at the end of an
intonation contour where there is a heavier, but non-phonemic,

stress on the last syllable. It is not possible, therefore,
in French to make a phonemic distinction, as we do in Eng-

lish, between the phrases the French teacher and the French

teacher. It must be done in another way--through syntax: le

professeur de franiais and le 13rofesseur franiais. This is

an excellent example for students to see how strikingly dif-
ferent linguistic systems must be used to convey the same

idea.

Since we have just mentioned syntax as a second com-

ponent of language structure, we might continue with one more

example of the difference between the French and the English

systems on this same level. In English the placement of the
direct object in basic sentence patterns is after the verb:

as in I see him. But in French the order is Subject-Direct

Object:Verb: Je le vois. Because of the influence of the

English pattern, however, students will tend to compose un-
grammatical sentences, such as Je vois le or Je vois il, and

they must be taught to think, according to French syntax, of
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the direct object first and then the verb. A similar teach-
ing problem is the placement of the French adjective after
the noun. The English pattern will often interfere and in-
fluence students to make constructions such as la rouge.voi-
ture and les interessants livres.

Cur final structural component is morphology, and here
again we can see how the French system is unique. Our exam-
ple will be noun plurality in terms of the spoken language.
In English one determines the number of a noun by listening
for the final inflectional morpheme added to the base form of
a noun: the box versus the bap.. In French, however, rather
than listening for an inflectional suffix, the student must
condition himself to listen for the form of the definite
article which precedes the noun: le Lugon ! versus les arions.
The English inflectional morpheme for possession will also
intrude when a student uses le argon's livre instead of the
French syntactic structure le livre du EuNon. The different
ways of making gender and number agree in French and English
are apparent, too, when students say mon ?Ayres (sy books)
and sa plu (her father).

It is possible, of course, to learn a foreign language
without knowing anything about its linguistic system. Lin-
guistic science, however, has provided us with an analysis of
languages useful to the teacher in pinpointing learning prob-
lems and motivating to the student in that it shows him that
language is systematic and that he must master the system if
he is to learn efficiently. Linguistics has shown us there
is nothing vague, mysterious, or impressionistic about lan-
guage learning; and even though a student may not achieve
much facility in his use of a foreign language, he may in his
education at least come to appreciate the great principle
that distinguishes human language from animal cries: language
is systematic, each language having its unique system of
sounds, forms, and syntactic patterns.

James Madison High School Virginia J. Sturm
Vienna

LMiss Sturm, teacher of French at James Madison H.S., pre-
sented the foregoing in longer form at an in-service confer-
ence on "Language" for the teachers of the Falls Church pub-
lic schools last spring.]

A teacher asked his students to,identify "billet doux"
as one item in a quiz on The Rape of the Lock. One of the
Lilder swings at the target was "double bed."
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